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Abstract
Within large-scale sigmoidal bedding of the F3-block in the shallow zone
there appear to be some indicators of hydrocarbon deposits. In order to
characterize target zone in the sigmoidal bedding, I combine the analysis
of inverted results of post-stack seismic data with rock-physics
relationships developed from well log data to predict the porosity, which
ranges from 20% to 33%, for different system tracts in this area. The
methods used in this study include conventional deterministic inversion
and novel stochastic inversion. Through a rock physics analysis of the
density, velocity and gamma-ray logs in two wells, I constructed
relationships between the acoustic impedance and porosity; one is
appropriate for the high-stand (more shale-prone) system tract, and one
for the low-stand (more sand-prone) system tract. With the help of these
two inversion methods and the two impedance-porosity relationships,
four high-resolution porosity models have been generated providing
insight into potential high-porosity and potential hydrocarbon-bearing
zones.
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1. Introduction
The main role of seismic data has been to identify the structure of the
reflectors and detect their depth. But the various reflection amplitudes of
the seismic trace are caused by the contrast of acoustic impedance at
interfaces between different layers; acoustic impedance is the product of
density and velocity (Barclay, 2008). By applying seismic inversion,
which combines seismic data with well logs, we estimate the acoustic
impedance throughout the whole seismic volume, rather than simply
using the original seismic image.
Inversion can be considered as the analysis of data using forward
modeling (Figure 1.1). In this study, the forward modeling starts with the
product of bulk density and sonic velocity, which are obtained from well
logs, and which can generate reflection coefficient. Reflection coefficient
is the ratio of reflected amplitude and incident amplitude:
𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 =

𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑉1 𝜌1 − 𝑉2 𝜌2
=
𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒
𝑉1 𝜌1 + 𝑉2 𝜌2

Where 𝑉1 𝜌1 is the acoustic impedance of the first layer and 𝑉2 𝜌2 is the
acoustic impedance of the second layer; V is the P-wave velocity, and ρ
is the density.
We first convert the reflectivity measured at each depth (from the well
logs) to two-way travel time, through the velocity measured in logs. We
then convolve this reflectivity series with a wavelet to create a synthetic
trace, as a routine part of seismic-well tie construction. Then we apply
1

seismic inversion, which starts with the real seismic data, applying
methods using forward modeling to create a model of the earth that result
in synthetic seismic data that looks like the real data. If done correctly,
the model should closely resemble the earth (Barclay, 2008).

Figure 1.1. Forward modeling: simulate the reflection seismic data in the
earth with different physical properties.
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In this study, we applied two methods of inversion, deterministic
inversion and stochastic inversion, to predict the porosity of the target
zone. Both deterministic and stochastic inversion procedures in this study
are model-based, and minimize the error between the synthetic
seismogram and the input seismic data (Francis, 2005). The input seismic
data are post-stack, while the physical property model being sought is
acoustic impedance. Then, physical relationships will be applied to relate
that impedance to porosity.
Figure 1.2 shows the workflow for the deterministic inversion. It is an
iterative procedure that proceeds in the clockwise direction in Figure 1.2.
We need to provide an initial impedance model and the far-field source
wavelet. Convolution of this model and wavelet produces a trace (Cooke
and Cant, 2010).
The next step is find the error between the synthetic trace and the input
seismic trace through simple subtraction, and evaluate that error. If the
error is not small enough to meet the exit threshold, we need to update
our impedance model until the exit threshold is finally met. Then, the
inversion processer will move to the next seismic trace and continue
processing this procedure till the whole volume of the seismic data is
done (Cooke and Cant, 2010). The final result is the deterministic
inversion model.

3

Figure 1.2. Iterative procedure of the model-based inversion.
Our seismic data is band-limited, and ranges from 8Hz to 80Hz. Lack of
the high-frequency part will reduce the resolution of seismic data (Xi,
2013). Likewise, lack of the low-frequency part will result in an inability
to recover slow changes in elastic properties at these long wavelengths.
This means that in order to obtain the absolute acoustic impedance value,
the low frequency model must be incorporated with well logs.
This low frequency model will be merged with the initial seismic-based
impedance model. The lowest frequencies come from the interpolated
values, while the frequencies within the seismic wavelet come from the
inversion results. But we will have a non-unique solution, which means
the value is based on the algorithm instead of depending on the physical
property, if the frequency of synthetic seismogram is not within the
wavelet (Francis, 2005). The role of judgment of the interpreter
conducting the inversion is critical; it is necessary to be able to recognize
4

what results are constrained by the data, and what results are artifacts
introduced by the process.
Deterministic seismic inversion has a significant limitation: deterministic
inversion generates average impedances of each layer, and the range of
values is smaller than the impedance from the wells. That is, the inversion
will not produce results that are not within the calibration range. But
according to geostatistical analysis, seismic inversion could calculate
multiple possible simulations. This is done by conditioning well data and
approximately reproducing spatially varying statistics (using what is
called a variogram) which can overcome the limitation of band-limited
deterministic seismic inversion (Francis 2005). This is the basis of the
second type of inversion used in this study: stochastic inversion. Unlike
deterministic seismic inversion, the stochastic method accounts for nonuniqueness of the inversion process by delivering multiple realizations
that are matched with the available well and seismic data.
With the help of multiple realizations of acoustic impedance, we can use
the inversion model in the reservoir characterization (Moyen and Doyen,
2009). The cross-plot of impedance against other physical properties like
porosity and lithology can be done to estimate the uncertainty of the
reservoir by invert the inversion models.

5

2. Regional geology and data summary
The data of this study is locate in the F3-block of the North Sea , which
was provided by OpendTect (dGB Earth Science) including four vertical
wells and one 3D seismic data set. All four wells have gamma ray and
sonic logs, but only two wells have density logs.
Our target area is the apparent sigmoidal bedding in the shallow zone
which located around 500ms to 1100ms (in two way travel time).
The main rock components of this delta system are sand and shale, and
the porosity ranges from 20% to 33%. An abundance of interesting zones
can be seen in the sigmoidal bedding. The most striking feature is the
high seismic amplitudes in the low-stand system tract, is shown in Figure
2.1.

6

Figure 2.2. Large scale sigmoidal bedding in F3-block. The colored
lines represent horizons tracked for inversion and used in this study.
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3. Methods
Porosity is an important property of potential reservoirs. In order to
predict the porosity away from the borehole, we need to calculate the
impedance model throughout the entire seismic volume. Then, we can
construct the relationship between the impedance and porosity from the
well log data and use this relationship to convert the impedance inversion
model to porosity model.
We applied the deterministic and stochastic inversion of post-stack
seismic data for the estimation of acoustic impedance, and ultimately the
porosity, in the target zone. The basic workflow is shown in the Figure
3.1.

8

Figure 3.1. Basic workflow.
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3.1. Initial seismic well tie
Tying wells to seismic information is a key step to relate the respective
data between time and depth domains. This process includes building a
time-depth relationship by first combining the sonic velocity and bulk
density to create an initial synthetic trace, then applying a bulk shift, and
then stretching or squeezing to make the synthetic trace match the input
seismic trace near the well.
Because there are no check-shot data in this area, we used the density log
and sonic log convolved with a Ricker wavelet to create the synthetic
seismogram to obtain an initial well tie (Peterson, 1955). The initial wellties and wavelets for each well are shown in the following figures.
From this step, the time-depth relationship is used in the following
wavelet estimation. The parameters of initial wavelet that we obtained
are:
 Wavelet type: Ricker wavelet.
 Main frequency: 45 Hz.
 Phase: 180 degree phase shift.
 Length: 120ms.
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Figure 3.2. Initial seismic well tie of well F2-1.
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Figure 3.3. Initial seismic well tie of well F3-2.
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Figure 3.4. Initial seismic well tie of well F3-4.
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Figure 3.5. Initial seismic well tie of well F6-1.
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3.2. Wavelet estimation
The various methods of seismic inversion require more accurately
estimating a wavelet from the data than the initial well-tie, because the
source wavelet is not necessarily the same at different locations, and the
wavelet propagated in the subsurface is complicated by various effects.
The final wavelet represented in the data is rarely as simple as the
conventional Ricker model. To obtain a good wavelet is one of the most
important and most time consuming parts, and it can affect whether the
final inversion model is reliable or not.
In order to extract a reliable wavelet, incorporation with wells is
necessary.

3.2.1. Well tie
Building an adequate tie between the seismic data and the well is a critical
step for the wavelet estimation (all the examples in the following figures
are shown for the well F06-1).
The workflow has five steps:
I.

Load the acoustic impedance (product of sonic velocity and bulk
density) in depth domain.

15

Figure 3.6. Acoustic impedance log in depth domain.
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II.

Load an initial time-depth relationship from the velocity data,
resembling check-shot survey. Convert the impedance log from
depth phase into time phase.

Figure 3.7. Initial time-depth relationship.
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III.

Create a synthetic wavelet. Often, a Ricker wavelet with frequency
content similar to that of the seismic data is good enough as an
initial wavelet.

Figure 3.8. Parameters of initial wavelet.

Figure 3.9. Created synthetic wavelet.
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Figure 3.10. Initial synthetic seismogram. The seismic data is in the first
panel and the initial synthetic seismogram in the second panel. The main
events do not match.
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IV.

Bulk shift the synthetic seismogram to make the peaks of the main
events line up with the seismic data, then stretch and squeeze
sections to fit other events.

Figure 3.11. Make the main events of synthetic seismogram line up with
the seismic data.
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V.

Quality control the stretch and squeeze. During the stretch and
squeeze, over-tie is often encountered. In that case, we compare
the relative difference between the time log of the sonic log after
stretch or squeeze and the time log from the original sonic log
(Figure 3.10.). When applying the stretch and squeeze, the
difference should be constrained in an acceptable.

Figure 3.12. Quality control the stretch and squeeze. The red line in the
blue box represent the relative difference between the time log based on
the sonic log after stretching or squeezing and the original sonic log.
21

3.2.2. Extract wavelet
We will extract a wavelet after achieved a reasonable seismic well tie.
This procedure will be conducted at each well individually and we extract
the wavelet per well. There were only two wells that had density logs. At
the other wells, pseudo-logs for density were used, having been created
by OpendTect from gamma-ray and sonic logs using a neural-network
approach (dGB Earth Sciences).
The following show the seismic well tie for each well and estimated
wavelet from the well F6-1 (the correlation is 0.77), the highest
correlation of wavelets that obtained from other three wells is 0.51, 0.46
and 0.48, respectively. So we just used the wavelet that we extracted from
the well F6-1 in the inversion instead of using the average of the four
wavelets.

Figure 3.13. The final wavelet used in the inversion.
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(a)
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(b)
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(c)
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(d)

Figure 3.14. Final Seismic well tie and estimated wavelet of the four wells
(a) Final seismic well tie for F2-1. (b) Final seismic well tie for F3-2. (c)
Final seismic well tie for F3-4. (d) Final seismic well tie for F6-1. Within
each figure, the panels, from left to right, contain: the wavelet; the actual
seismic data near the well; the synthetic seismogram; the correlation
between the synthetic seismogram and the seismic data near the well; the
impedance log and the inversion result which combine the wavelet with
the seismic trace near the well; Relative difference between the time log
from the sonic log after stretching and squeezing and the time log from
the original sonic log; the impedance curve and initial time-depth
relationship.
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3.3. Low frequency model
In our case, we do not have pre-stack data and cannot perform a velocity
analysis in this volume. Here we constructed a 3D broadband impedance
model of the sub-subsurface by using well-log data and picked seismic
horizons to guide the interpolation between wells.
In order to estimate the variation trend of the impedance at the non-well
area for the following stochastic inversion, a variogram analysis is
necessary (Stefan, 1999). Because the variation trend of impedance is
constrained by 3D anisotropic variogram. The horizontal and vertical
variogram analysis from this survey is shown in the Figures 3.15-3.18.
After variogram analyses and interpolating the wells, a low frequency
model is obtained shown in Figure3.19.

Figure 3.15. Horizontal variogram analysis along the inline direction.
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Figure 3.16. Horizontal variogram analysis along the crossline direction.

Figure 3.17. Horizontal variogram analysis in a diagonal direction.
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Figure 3.18. Vertical (in time) variogram analysis.

Figure 3.19. Low frequency model.
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3.4. Inversion
3.4.1. Deterministic inversion
The deterministic inversion method used in this study is model-based and
uses a broad-band impedance as the initial model. The inversion starts by
evaluating the error between the synthetic trace and the input seismic
trace. If the error between these two terms is not small enough, the
algorithm will update the synthetic trace and put it into the next iteration
and keep this process until the error meets the exit threshold (Barclay,
2008).
In this study, a deterministic inversion model which represent the
absolute impedance is shown in the Figure 3.20.

Figure 3.20. Absolute acoustic impedance model from deterministic
inversion.
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3.4.2. Blind well test for deterministic inversion
As the seismic inversion is processing over a large 3D data sets, it is
important and necessary to understand what is going to be achievable and
whether the inversion result is reliable. In order to check the result of the
inversion model is valid or not, we applied the blind well test to
investigate the result (Hasanusi, 2007).
Since there are four wells in this area, we first choose three wells (in
random) into the inversion model calculation and leave one well as “blind
well”. Then compare the impedance log from the blind well and the
impedance inversion result near the blind well location.
The blind well test for the deterministic inversion model is shown in the
Figure 3.21. Most of the impedance log can match the inversion result
near the well and confirms that the inversion model can be used in the
non-well area.
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Figure 3.21. Blind well test for deterministic inversion model.
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3.4.3. Stochastic inversion
The basis of the stochastic inversion is geo-statistical (Verma et al, 2014).
A variogram analysis is necessary before running the stochastic inversion
to simulate the spatial variation at each direction. Since stochastic
inversion is non-uniqueness, a large number of realizations would be
generated during the inversion. Each realization is the same at the well
locations, but the inversion results are increasingly different further away
from the well. The final stochastic inversion model that is used in this
study to predict the porosity is the average of all twenty realizations
obtained.
The initial impedance model used in this article was constructed based on
the picked horizons and wells, and apply it into the stochastic inversion.
In this project, we simulated 20 realizations of absolute acoustic
impedance. There are three different realizations of acoustic impedance
shown in the Figure 3.22.
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Realization_1

Realization_2

Realization_3

Figure 3.22. Three different realizations of the 20 different realizations
from stochastic inversion.
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3.4.4. Blind well test for stochastic inversion
As with the deterministic inversion, the stochastic inversion also needs to
apply the blind well test to check the reliability of the inversion result.
The inversion model that is used for this check is the mean of all the 20
realizations. From Figure 3.23. the impedance log of the blind well and
the mean of realizations at the blind well location can be seen to match
each other well.

Figure 3.23. Blind well test for stochastic inversion.
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3.5. Rock physics analysis
3.5.1. Density – Velocity
Velocity is correlated with density in the subsurface and there are
empirical relationships between this two properties for shales, sandstones
and carbonate. Here we use: 𝜌 = 𝑎𝑉 𝑚 (Gardner et al, 1974).
In the Gardner equation, 𝜌 is density, 𝑉 is velocity, 𝑎 and 𝑚 are a
coefficient and exponent, respectively, to be determined through
calibration. For different lithologies or saturations, the 𝑎 and 𝑚 will not
be constant.
In order to find the density-velocity relationship, we cross-plot the sonic
(1/velocity) against the density log and colored by gamma ray for each
well (Figure 3.24).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.24. Cross plot of sonic and density colored by gamma ray (note:
the color scales are not the same in the two plots). (a) Cross plot for the
well F2-1, according to value of gamma ray we can separate those points
into two parts. As gamma ray is the index for lithology, so in this well,
we can find different relationship between different lithology. (b) Cross
plot for the well F3-2. We cannot distinguish the lithology by gamma ray.
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For well F2-1, we separate the data based on gamma ray, using 50 API
as the cut off value, and we find the two relationships between density
and velocity (Figure 3.25). Well F2-1 is in the more sand-prone lowstand tract, but also penetrates formations beneath this tract.
𝜌 = 0. 1355𝑉 0.3569

𝜌 = 0.1838𝑉 0.3136

Figure 3.25. Cross plot of density and velocity and the Gardner
relationship with different coefficient and exponent for well F2-1. The
blue dots in the upper area represent gamma ray > 50 API, and the yellow
line in that area represents their Gardner relationship of 𝜌 =
0. 1355𝑉 0.3569 . The orange dots and the purple line in the lower area
represent gamma ray < 50 API with their Gardner relationship of 𝜌 =
0.1838𝑉 0.3136 .
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For the well F3-2, because all gamma ray values are greater than 50, we
simply use all points to find one relationship between the density and
velocity (Figure3.26). Well F3-2 is in the more shale-prone high-stand
tract.

Figure 3.26. Cross plot of the density log against velocity log of the well
F3-2 and simulate the density-velocity relationship based on the Gardner
equation: 𝜌 = 0.7797𝑉 0.1305 .
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3.5.2. Acoustic impedance–Porosity
In this study, we have obtained three different density-velocity
relationships in total. Next step is to determine which relationships should
we use and how to use.
From Figure 3.27, the data range of well F3-2 is in the high-stand system
tract (shale-prone) of the large scale sigmoidal bedding, and the shaly
rocks seem fairly uniform. So for the high-stand system tract, the densityvelocity relationship is from the well F3-2: 𝜌 = 0.7797𝑉 0.1305 .
On the other hand, well F2-1 can be separated into two parts, with the
upper part in the low-stand system tract (sand-prone) and the lower part
is in the underlying horizontal sediment layers which we can see in more
detail in Figure 3.28. The border of the low-stand system tract and the
lower part is around 925ms.
Our target zone, the high amplitude seismic events, is in the low-stand
system tract. However, there we have two different density-velocity
relationships derived from the well F2-1. In order to choose the
relationship for the low-stand system tract, we plot gamma ray with twoway travel time (a log displayed in time rather than depth), shown in
Figure 3.29. For two-way travel time smaller than 925ms, the gamma ray
value is mostly larger than 50 API, and we use the density – velocity
relationship for the gamma ray > 50 API: 𝜌 = 0. 1355𝑉 0.3569 .

40

Figure 3.27. One seismic inline section and two wells displayed in one
inline section. The boundary of the high-stand system tract and the lowstand tract are based on the tracked horizons.
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F2-1
Figure 3.28. The well of F2-1 shown in time phase. The lower boundary
for the low-stand system tract in the well F2-1 is 925ms. There are some
high amplitude seismic events, circled in red, identifying our target zone.
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Figure 3.29. Log plot of Gamma ray in time domain for the well F2-1.
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After obtaining the relationship between density and velocity, we can
construct the relationship between the acoustic impedance and porosity
through several steps:
 As the acoustic impedance is the multiply of density and velocity,
we can use the velocity to represent the acoustic impedance.
 The porosity log is calculated from the density, so the porosity can
also be represented by velocity.
 Since all the terms above can be represent by the velocity, a
relationship between acoustic impedance and porosity can be
constructed by the velocity.
So from the two density-velocity relationships, two acoustic impedance
are achieved, respectively.
For the high-stand system tract:
𝐴𝐼 = 0.7797𝑉 1.1305
2.65 − 0.7797𝑉 0.1305
=
2.65 − 1.05

∅𝐷𝐸𝑁

∅𝐷𝐸𝑁 = −0.5015𝐴𝐼 0.1154 + 1.656
For the low-stand system tract:
𝐴𝐼 = 0.1355𝑉 1.3569
∅𝐷𝐸𝑁

2.65 − 0.1355𝑉 0.3569
=
2.65 − 1.05

∅𝐷𝐸𝑁 = −0.1433𝐴𝐼 0.263 + 1.656
44

Figure 3.30. Cross plot of acoustic impedance against porosity and a
relationship constructed by velocity. The blue dots represent the acoustic
impedance and porosity log data in the well F3-2. The orange dots
represent the acoustic impedance and porosity log data in the well F2-1.
The yellow line is the linear relationship of the impedance and porosity
which was developed by velocity from the well F3-2; this relationship
would be reliable for the porosity prediction of the high-stand system tract.
The purple line is the linear relationship of the impedance and porosity
which was developed by velocity from the well F2-1; this relationship
would be reliable for the porosity prediction of the low-stand system tract.
45

4. Results and Discussion
Since we have obtained two different seismic inversion models
(deterministic inversion and stochastic inversion) and two different
acoustic impedance-velocity relationships for high-stand system tract and
low-stand system tract, respectively, four different high resolution
porosity models are generated, shown in figure 4.1.
Our target zone in the low-stand system tract shows several high porosity
zones embedded in the low porosity zone. This is a good indicator for gas
and oil reservoir. The apparent low porosity could be due to actual low
porosity, or it could be due to lighter fluids present in the pores, since gas
or light oil will reduce the acoustic impedance.
Comparing the porosity models from deterministic inversion model and
the porosity models from the stochastic inversion model, the area of high
porosity zone from the deterministic inversion is smaller than the area of
high porosity zone from the stochastic inversion.
As various areas have different density-velocity relationship, so the
acoustic impedance-porosity are also different in different system tracts.
When we predict the porosity, each depositional system should be treated
individually and analyze the results together.
Since the porosity is not necessarily accurate at the well location, the
porosity for the low-impedance area may not be accurate. But we can still
use these porosity models to pick the high porosity zone or define the
porosity boundary.
46

Figure 4.1. Porosity models converted from acoustic impedance inversion
model. Top left is the porosity model of high-stand system tract from the
deterministic inversion. Top right is the porosity model of low-stand
system tract from the stochastic inversion. Bottom left is the porosity
model of low-stand system tract from the deterministic inversion. Bottom
right is the porosity model of low-stand system tract from the stochastic
inversion.
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5. Conclusion
Combining the reasonable low frequency model and the accurate
estimated wavelet, two high resolution and reliable acoustic impedance
models have been generated. By applying Gardner’s equation in the
density-velocity analysis, we have developed the acoustic impedanceporosity relationship from the log data. The inversion result can be
directly converted to a porosity model and we can use that to predict the
porosity for the non-well area, of course, including our target zone, but
the porosity value may not be accurate due to assumptions that went into
creating the initial porosity logs. According to our analysis of the acoustic
impedance models and porosity models, we conclude that the target zone
within the sigmoidal bedding, shown as high-amplitude events, are
caused by low impedance, and that low impedance might be due to high
porosity or to the presence of hydrocarbons. We further conclude that this
target zone is likely to contain potential hydrocarbon reservoirs because
the high-porosity zone is covered by a low-porosity zone, which is
necessary for hydrocarbon traps. Both the deterministic inversion and
stochastic inversion methods have been applied in this study; comparing
these two inversion results showed that deterministic inversion tends to
provide a smaller estimate for the volume of the potential reservoirs. In
addition, because different areas may have various density–velocity
relation, we recommend that considering both the high-stand system tract
porosity model and the low-stand system tract porosity model in the
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analysis for porosity of the entire sigmodal bedding zone is useful to
achieve a more valid result.
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